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Scott Swanson
WINONAN
Two people recently decided to
pull a late-night prank at the local
Hardee's restaurant in Winona.
After ordering food, the pair ripped
two pictures off the wall and sprinted
out the door, stolen property in hand.
A Hardee's employee rushed outside
to chase down the alleged culprits.
Luckily for the two pranksters, the
Hardee's employee was unable to catch up.
Unluckily for the two pranksters, the
Hardee's employee walked backto the store,
went to the cash register, and identified
one of them by looking at the credit
card receipt charged just minutes earlier.
The next day, one of alleged culprits
was called by a Hardee's employee and
asked to return the pictures. A friend
of the culprits brought the pictures in.
No charges were pressed.
This is just one example
of a multitude of
late-night
escapades that
have taken
place at
Hardee's. No
longer will
these scenarios
take place.
Change is
in store for
the nightlife
of Winona.
Hardee's,
a
local
decided
late-night
hot
spot,
to
close its lobby doors at midnight as
opposed to staying open 24 hours.

Phone: (507) 457-5119

Anna Ligocki/WINONAN
Hardee's closes its lobby at 12 p.m., but the drive-through remains open 24hours. The change resulted after Hardee's changed company owners.

The
decision
went
into approximately the same time as the
in
early
August. transition of companies from North Central
effect
No longer will there be lines of people (Food Systems) to Northland Restaurants,"
reaching out the doors of the fast food Greene said. "We don't want people
restaurant at 1 a.m. on a Saturday night. thinking this was a decision aimed at college
Hardee's, located a few students, it had nothing to do with that."
The Winona Hardee's was recently
blocks from the main
strip of Winona's bars, acquired by Northland from North Central.
will no longer be Greene said that while North Central
an after-bar hangout. supported staying open 24 hours a day, the
Only the drive-thru new owner, Northland, felt the opposite.
will remain open
"The new company felt this was
24 hours a day, something to conform to the other
seven days a week. restaurants," said Greene, adding that the
Hardee's Winona Hardee's was the only remaining
Director
of fast food restaurant under the control
Operations, Dave of Northland that contained a lobby
Greene, said the open 24 hours. "This wasn't a decision
decision to close the aimed at anything more than that."
lobby at midnight was made
Another reason for the change of
for a number of reasons—vandalism operating hours, Greene said, was
and theft the primary motivations. because of expected remodeling this fall.
"The decision went into effect

See HARDEE'S, Page 4
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Campus transit
to add new van
Sarah Brecht!

WINONAN

The nine-block commute
home for Winona State University's East Lake residents
will no longer take 45 minutes.
Don Walski, administrator
of the transit system, plans to
add a van route from 6 to 10
p.m. Monday through Thursday to provide transportation
between main campus and
the East Lake apartments.
"During these first three
or four weeks of school,
we've just been trying to
see how things are working. I can say I'm about 95
percent sure this van will
be added," Walski said.
If the route is added to
the transit schedule, it will
likely begin operation in
two weeks, said Walski.
Student tuition funds
the transit system, and the
city transit bus service
costs $37,519 per year.
If implemented, the van
would cost approximately
an additional $3,000 per

year, according to Walski.
Currently, a single, contracted city transit bus provides the evening transportation. The bus makes three
stops every hour after 6
p.m., twice to Lourdes Hall
and only once to East Lake.
This means East Lake
residents have only one opportunity per hour to catch a
ride home and must endure a
detour taking them 15 blocks
in the opposite direction.
Because of the inconvenience, senior special education major Jodi Henriksen no longer uses the bus
system, opting to drive to
her night classes instead.
"The bus really needs to
come more often at night, especially for people who have
night classes," said Henriksen. "You end up waiting for a
half hour just to take a fifteen
minute ride over to Lourdes
before coming home."
As head of security, Walski handles transportation

See TRANSIT, Page 6

Student clubs are suffering
Student organization enrollment is down while spirits still run high
Elena Grimm
Meggan Massie
WINONAN

"This
year
we're
struggling,"
she
said.
The club relies heavily on club fairs to bring in
new members—especially the first fair of the year.
"We usually have 10 to 15
new people recruited from club
fair and this year we only had
seven or eight," said Lobello.
The Players are dependent
on new people for many events

To date, Winona State
University offers approximately 190 clubs and organizations to students, and
the number keeps rising.
At least 17 new student
groups hopped on the bandwagon this fall, including the
Association for Disability
Awareness, Paintball Club and
Kung Fu Club.
Kristin Schumacher,
assistant
activistudent
ties director, said
schools the same
size as Winona
State have an average of 70 clubs.
Some well-established clubs
--Glenn Peterson, Winona State
on campus, such
as student senate
and the Wenonah
held each year including the
Players, are finding it diffi- annual Homecoming coronacult to recruit new members. tion skit and the Shakespeare
The Wenonah Players, the in the Park performance.
campus theatre club, was estab"Every day is recruitment
lished in 1903—making it the for us," she said. "Its hard to
oldest club in school history. get people involved because
In the past, enrollment everyone's time is so precious."
hasn't been an issue, said
The student senate felt
President Danielle Lobello.
the deprivation as well.

"Students who are more
connected to their
community do better!'

The Minnesota Family plannzng Program
is now offered at WSU Health Services!
The MFPP is a health care program that covers family planning services
and supplies. Students who qualify can get family planning services at no cost!
Qualifications:
- U.S. Citiienz
- Minnesota resident during college

education
Not enrolled in another State of MN
Health Care Program (MN Care, MA)
-Currently with an income at or below:
* $1,634/month (family of 1)
* $2,201/month (family of 2)

Services Covered by MFPP:
-Office visits & family planning
education
-Gynecological exam
-Birth control supplies
-Emergency contraception (Plan B)
-Diagnosis & treatment of sexually
transmitted infections found during
a family planning visit

For more information & to apply for MFPP visit www.winona.edu/healthservices
or contact WSU Health Services at (507)-457-5160.
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the person with the next
votes and keep going down
the list," she said. "Someone usually takes the spot."
And if not, Winter
said she is not concerned.
"We can do it," she said.
"We've been functioning this
whole time without 10 people."
If there are still open seats
after the write-in candidates
are offered, student senate will
hold a supplemental election near the
end of the semester.
Winter, who
joined student senate her sophomore
year, said it is typical for students to
join clubs like the
senate later on in
their college career.
Registrar
In fact, every
current student senator joined the club
after his or her freshmen year.
"They (freshmen) don't want
to get rejected their first week,"
Winter said. "They think that
there is too much competition
and may decide their sophomore
or junior year when they understand the university better."
All freshmen seats were
open during the election, and
last year, all three freshmen
senators quit within a month
because they felt too busy or
because the club was not what
they expected, Winter said.
The new stresses of college-level classes can be overwhelming for new students.
Glenn Peterson, Winona
State's registrar, said students typically begin the semester with a full load of
16 to 18 credits, and drop to
13 to 15 credits by the end.
Four weeks into the 2006
school year, 89 freshmen students already dropped all or
some of their courses, he said.
However, Peterson said
one key to academic success is getting involved in
the community, through volunteering or joining clubs.

Less than 3 percent of the
student population voted in the
fall election held last week.
Instead of the usual game of
musical chairs with candidates
vying to bump each other off,
six seats were left untouched.
Four other seats were shoo-ins,
with uncontested candidates.
Kari Winter, student senate
vice president, said that this
poses a problem of dedication.
"I do definitely wish they
were contested to make sure everyone who has applied is completely dedicated," she said.
Usually, write-in candidates agree to take the open
spots, Winter said. Senators
will call the student with the
most write-in votes on the
ballots and ask if they want
to take the open position.
"If they say no, we call

See CLUBS, Page 6

'Cover your Cough' campaign for a healthier campus
Kelly Mullins
WINONAN

date their crisis management
"All Hazards" plan to include
a pandemic avian flu plan.
Laura King, MnSCU viceWith cold and flu season
just around the corner, Winona chancellor and chief financial
State University's pandemic officer, stated that a pandemic
-planning wellness commit- plan needed to be added in
tee is raising eyebrows as well recognition that health panas awareness with a "Cov- demics are "present unique
er your Cough" campaign. elements that require addiAlmost overnight, small tional and modified planning."
Winona State's "Cover your
white hand-sanitizer dispensers first appeared in high-traf- Cough" campaign stemmed
fic areas throughout Kryzsko from the university's wellness
Commons. The janitorial staff committee in response to the
is in the process of installing new MnSCU requirements.
Diane Palm, health services
approximately 500 sanitizers
in the rest of the buildings. director, stressed that avian flu
Winona State President is rarely spread person-to-per-

"Sharing pipes, sure, what a
great way to sway spit and get
yourself a lovely viral infection."
- Nancy Jensen, Winona State Health Educator
Judith Ramaley and health
services sent e-mails in the
past weeks to students and
faculty about what can be
done to stop the spread of diseases, specifically seasonal
influenza and avian influenza type H5N1, or bird flu.
As of August, Minnesota
State Colleges and Universities required every institution within the system to up-

son, and is customarily spread
by contact with undercooked
poultry in countries where
confirmed cases of avian flu
have been reported, including Thailand, China, Cambodia, Indonesia and Vietnam.
The concern, Palm
said, is that avian flu will
someday be spread person-to-person rather than
through uncooked chicken.

Winona State janitorial
supply company donated
the hand sanitizer dispensers. However, the foamy
sanitizer solution costs extra.
Joanne Rosczyk, director of Winona State telecommunications and safety, said
the exact costs to the university for the solution cannot be known at this time.
The Center for Disease
Control, the Minnesota Department of Health and MnSCU recommended installing
hand sanitizers to encourage
people to do what they can
in general prevention efforts.
Ruth Schroeder, interim
vice-president of student affairs, said although the efforts are attached to pandemic planning, the overall
mission is preventing the
flu, colds and the general
spread of germs this winter.
Nancy Jensen, health educator, stressed the importance
of keeping hands away from
the mouth; eyes and nose, as
those places are the primary
paths of entry for most viruses.
"Currently 20 percent of my
class is sick and it's bothersome as a teacher," Jensen said.
"You can see exams are starting
to roll around and you can tell
they are going to be dropping
five to 10 points on an exam
just because of upper respiratory infections, which is frustrating to see as an instructor."

Illustration by Brady Whealon/ WINONAN
The new clean hands initiative at Winona State encourages
students to stay healthy by washing hands and covering
coughs.

Jensen
also
cautions
against activities that would
involve
spreading
infections through the mouth.
"Sharing pipes, sure, what a
great way to swap spit and get
yourself a lovely viral infection," said Jensen. "Nobody's
talked about that. We can
cover our cough all we want,
but if you go get drunk on a
weekend you crash your immune system. You've got some
stress, you swap some spit and
kiss people you don't know.
People need to realize they're
going to get sick from that."
Few students regularly wash
their hands before they eat,
Palm said. If the hand sanitiz-

Wabasha Hall remodeling costs $654,000
Chad Larimer
ties budget, according to Scott Ellinghuysen said.
Special to the WINONAN Ellinghuysen, acting vice pres- Steve Ronkowski, Winona
ident of finance and adminis- State facilities coordinator,
According to a building trative services. The facilities said the remodeling project
permit filed last Thursday, budget is used to maintain all includes installing protective
Winona State University will facilities and grounds at Wi- matting for the floor in the
spend $654,000 to remodel nona State. lower level fitness center, upWabasha Hall before relocatEllinghuysen said the re- grading the first floor of the
ing programs currently housed modeling expenses were "tak- building which will become
in Maxwell Hall to the build- en into account when we sub- the child care center and building at 101 E. Wabasha St.
miffed the facilities budget last ing exam rooms on the secKeller Construction of Wi- spring." and floor to better suit student
nona is contracted for the job,
Student health services and health services.
which is described as "remodel the child care center require
The current lease agreement
for office space."
state licensing, thus requiring grants Winona State exclusive
The $645,000 will come substantial upgrades to ensure use of Wabasha Hall and the
from the Winona State facili- the facilities meet state code, John Nett Recreation Center's

old gym. The Cotter school
district maintains exclusive
use of the lower level offices
and weight room in the Nett
Center's old gym.
Winona State and Cotter
will share the new gym and
the common areas at the Nett
Center.
Winona State will have use
of the new gym until 3:30 p.m.
on weekdays, while Cotter
controls the facility after 3:30
on weekdays, every Saturday
See WABASHA, Page 7

ers are available and easily accessible, people will be "very
prone" to use them, she said.
"If (the sanitizers)
are used, they are effective," Schroeder said.
Schroeder admits that eventually students might walk by the
See WASH, Page 7
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HARDEE'S
"We are putting a significant
amount of money into the
remodeling of the restaurant.
We're going to make an
investment, and we need to
protect that." Greene said.
"We're trying to make a
restaurant everyone can
appreciate. We're going to
remodel from the top of the roof
down to the ground and have
the lobby redone. This will be
a gigantic investment made on
the fact that they think Winona
is a great place to operate."
Another factor weighing
into the decision was the
constant expenses stemming
from vandalism and theft.
"It had to do with individuals

who were not mature enough ripped down to lights above
"There was a safety issue
to conduct themselves like the beverage bar being with our employees. They got
adults. We have no evidence shattered to holes being spit at, sworn at and sometimes
if they were college students," smashed in the walls. These grabbed
physically."
Greene said. "It costs money events occurred on almost a
Greene
supervises
every week to replace the soap weekly basis, Greene said. operations at Hardee's located
dispenser. The hand drier gets
"We know what the in Minnesota, North Dakota and
torn off the
Wisconsin.
wall, bathroom "They got spit at, sworn at and He
has
doors
are
supervised
sometimes grabbed physically." Winona's
ripped
off.
There's a lot of
Hardee's
--Dave Greene, Hardee's Director of Operations,
cost involved
on the safety issue of Hardee's employees
for the last
and we don't
10 years.
have the
Since the
manpower to put security out college students mean to us decision to close the lobby
to watch over things. We've and 99.9 percent don't cause has gone into effect, Greene
had people beat up in here." any problems," Greene said. said business has slowed.
Events
of
vandalism "A few individuals make it
"Business has declined
ranged from pictures getting unbearable for everybody. slightly at night, but we expect
that. We expect the hours
from 10 to 11 to get stronger
and eventually we think it
will even out. We feel when
the remodeling is completed
we'll have a restaurant that
everyone can be proud of,"
Greene said. "We expect an
IF YOU SAVE A HERO WHAT DOES THAT MAKE YOU?
initial loss in sales, but we
expect we will pick up a little
bit in the drive-thru business."
One year ago, a . Hardee's
competitor, McDonald's,
decided to stay open until
EL S. AIR FoRce
2
a.m. on Thursday, Friday
CROSS INTO THE BLUE
and Saturday nights.
"We found it real difficult
not to have the lobby open
late because so much of the
customer basis is foot traffic,"
McDonald's owner Steve
Kosek said. "We first opened
the drive-thru and found that
didn't work real well so we went
the other way and opened up
the lobby too. We were losing
a lot of business to other places
that had their lobbies open."
Kosek added that the
decision to stay open latehas had
a positive impact on business.
"We certainly want to foster
the best relationship we can

More men and women on the front lines are surviving life-threatening injuries than ever before
for one reason: We have the most elite nurses in the world. As a U.S. Air Force nurse, you receive the
most advanced training and have access to the best medical technology on the planet. And whether
you're treating Airmen on foreign soil or their families on bases here in the U.S., you can put all of that
training to use. If you're interested in learning more about a better place to practice medicine, call or
visit us online.

1- 800- 588- 5260 • AIRFORCE.COM/HEALTHCARE
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Spring Break w/STS to
Jamaica, Mexico, Bahamas
and Florida. Are you connected? Sell Trips, Earn
Cash, Travel Free ! Call for
group discounts. Info/Reservations 800-648-4849
www.ststravel.com

Continued from Page 1
with the college students,"
Kosek said. "We are going
to try and do whatever we
can to meet their needs."
Kosek expects the
decision to close earlier will
help McDonald's business
in the coming months.
"The less places you have
open the better," Kosek
said. "I think we have a
chance to pick up a bigger
share of that (business)."
Kosek said safety issues
may detract other businesses
from wanting to stay open late.
"There was a concern about
the safety of people placing
orders where cars are," Kosek
said of having just the drivethru open late and not the
lobby. "You do have a little
more of a safety issue," he
said. "We've been lucky we
haven't had major incidents,
just a few minor incidents."
Erbert's and Gerbert's Subs
and Clubs manager Alicia
Jennings also expects Hardee's
decision to have a positive
effect on her store's business.
Like McDonalds, Erbert's
and Gerbert's stays open
until 2 a.m. Thursday through
Friday and sees a good portion
of business during that time.
"I know they've all noticed
that Hardee's closes early,"
Jennings said of the late night
customers. "We have a lot
of customers come at night."
Jennings added that she
could see an increase in late
night business on the horizon
of the coming months.
"We're so close together
(to Hardee's), so people could
just walk over here instead
of over there," Jennings said.
Erbert's and Gerbert's is
approximately three blocks
from Hardee's. McDonalds
is two blocks from Hardee's.
Both Erbert's and
Gerbert's and McDonald's
will surely take some aftermidnight business away from
Hardee's, but Greene hopes
that the decision to close
the lobby early will benefit
his restaurant in the end.
"This store was a dinosaur,"
said Greene, adding that the

Elections 2006: Winona County Sheriff candidates
Incumbent Winona County Sheriff David
Brand and challenger Winona Police Sgt.
Chris Nelson sit down with the WINONAN
for a Q&A session. Winona State students
may vote for one of these candidates in the
Nov. 7 General Election.
.

If they have a disaster at
one of the buildings the
sheriff is responsible to
help the best he can for
the public safety of these
Brand
students."
Winona County Sheriff
Nelson: "The deputies
will have limited contact
Elena Grimm
with the college kids in town.
There's a special project, JuWINONAN
nior NightCAP, where the
sheriff's depaitment joins with
the
deputies."
Q: If you were to de-

scribe a sheriff's job,
what would it be?
Brand: "The sheriff is the
chief law enforcement officer
of the county. He is responsible
for all search and rescue, missing persons, he's responsible
for the Mississippi River, for
diving and looking for drowning victims, investigate boating
accidents. He is also in charge
of the Winona County Jail and
transporting inmates within
the state. Works with the area
law enforcement officers. His
job mainly is public safety for
all residents living in Winona
County."
Nelson: "There's three main
things the sheriff has to do:
run the jail, run the courts and
serve the civil process. They
also provide patrol services to
the unincorporated."

Q: What part of a sheriff's job affects college
students?
Brand: "It affects us all.
The sheriff works closely with
Winona Police Department. If
the college has a shooting situation or a kidnapping situation,
we work closely with that. Or

Q: What do you think
college students care
most about?
Brand: "They care about
getting a good education in the
school, that's why they're going to school there."
Nelson: "Being treated
fairly. With the recent Winona
State blog that's going on in the
Winona Daily News about the
underage drinking tickets, it all
comes down to being treated
fairly. The underage drinking
laws have to be enforced, but
there's different tactics that can
be used to enforce them. I'm
not gonna say I agree or disagree with the way things were
done, but I know that if I were
to run the sheriff's department
I would have my guys doing
things a little differently. When
you're going up to a group of
kids in a house and haven't received a complaint of noise, I
wouldn't do things that way.
And if people are just walking
down the street and not drawing a lot of attention to themselves or making a lot of noise,
just because they're young it
doesn't mean you should be
stopping them. You can change

the tactics in how you want to
enforce it. You have a different light shine on you if you do
things differently."

Q: Do you think the law
enforcement in Winona is sufficient? What
needs to change?
Brand: "I think the law enforcement is efficient, I think
all the departments work well
together especially if we have
an emergency situation we all
come together. It would be
nice to have more officers. Because of budget restraints and
taxes, you can't have an open
pocketbook. You gotta operate with the best that you can.
I still think that in the sheriff's
depaitment I need to have another officer on as a drug investigator, I think we should
have more people in that field
and that's something I will
look at doing."
Nelson: "The sheriff's department is not efficient. You
have one deputy at times that's
patrolling Winona County. It's
the 18th largest county in the
state, and they have one deputy
that's working at times. If you
only have one person working,
it makes it difficult for that
one officer to do their job.
The current staffing level in
the sheriff's department is
inappropriate."

Q: What are your top
priorities if elected?
Brand: "The main concern of the sheriff should
be public safety of all of the
people in Winona County,

and that includes the farmers, the businessmen and
the students. We need to
keep our department well
trained to act in the appropriate type of situation.
We need to keep our train
ing up, we need to keep up
with the drug situation that's
going on in Winona County,
and keep working towards betterment of community."
Nelson: "Technology is an
issue. I would like to use video
conferencing whenever appropriate, so that the inmates
do not have to be transported.
It costs money for transportation: in gas prices and accidents happen. Any time that
you can effectively use video
conferencing to cut down the
transportation of inmates,
that's saving the county money.
The sheriff's department has a
policy that the city of Winona
has to take over their recently
arrested inmates from the jail
to the courthouse for their initial appearance. The sheriff
requires the city of Winona
to do that and doesn't require
any other city in the county to
do that. They're out of service
and can't respond to any calls
for the entire time that they're
needed up in that courtroom.

Nelson
Winona Police Sgt.
That's a safety issue not only
for the remaining officer but
for the citizens of Winona."

Q: Is it a problem or a
solution to have college
students vote on community issues?
Brand: "There is a lot of
criticism. If they didn't vote for
what they wanted in there, then
they shouldn't complain."
Nelson: "You can look at
it both ways. I'm gonna be
pushing for the student vote
because being an alumna from
Winona State, I can use all the
support I can get. The property
tax increase needed to happen, the schools needed the
money. I can understand how
some people can say, 'Why are
the college students voting? It
doesn't affect them.' But they
pay rent; the rent goes up with
property tax increases, so basically they're paying property
tax in a roundabout way."

Bloedow's Bakery
Winona's hometown
bakery since 1874.
Featuring original donut,
rolls, and bread recipes.
45 I Broadway St. (507) 452-3682
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Stop by any of
our 6 convenient
Winona area stores.
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Hot Food
Cold Beverages • Coffee
Healthy Choices • Pizza • Sandwiches
Snacks • Fresh Milk • Fruit • More!

Making it freak for you.
*No service fees are charged by our stores.
Individual cardholder fee may still apply.

Use this coupon to
get TWO Honey Battered
$100 Corn Dogs for only $1.00!

Two for

Reg. $1.29 ea.

STORES

V0

Unit 2 Com Doge per person per coupon pa, visit.
Coupon may not be treneforred, copied, *snarled
or taxed. Must be presented to collier at time of
purchase. Not good with any other derv, discounts
or combos. Good et the Wrong, MN &into
stores only Expires 1241-06. Lookup NMI.
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Use this coupon to get
5S off per gallon on your
next purchase of quality
Kwik Trip gasoline!
Does NOT Include diesel. Limit 54t off per gallon per coupon per visit.
Coupon may not be transferred, copied, duplicated or faxed. Must be
presented to cashier at time of purchase. Not good with any other offers,
discounts or combos. Good at the Winona, MN Kwik Trip stores only.
Expires 12-31-06.

complaints
with
the
help
video
surveillance.
of
"When I receive a complaint, I can
look at the security cameras outside of
Lourdes Hall and see exactly what time
buses arrive and take off and how many
people were on the bus," Walski said.
There is usually a good reason why a
bus left early or arrived late, said Walski.
For instance, if a bus is full, there
is no reason for it to wait around.
Minnesota City bus driver Wayne
Loewenhagen and Walski have received
few complaints about the efficiency
and timeliness of the transit system,
beyond the East Lake inconvenience.
Occasionally, uncontrollable factors
like weather, traffic lights, trains and frailtic late-comers throw off the schedule.
Loewenhagen received his first and
only complaint recently from an impatient male passenger who yelled out,
"Let's go," from the back of the bus.
"Get out and walk if you want to go,"

CLUBS

No-Fees ATM

71wp

TRANSIT

Arwor
TRIP
STORES
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"Students who are more connected
to their community do better," Peterson said. "They feel more important to the community." According
to a 2006 health survey, 38 percents
of Winona State students volunteer.
Along with volunteering,
many factors contribute to a student's academic performance.
Schumacher feels today's students are doing more than ever.
"They carry the maximum credit
loads, they work jobs, they are involved
in not just one, but usually two different clubs and they are well-rounded and focused," Schumacher said.
in
clubs
usuInvolvement
at
club
fairs.
ally
begins

Continued from Page 2
Loewenhagen calmly replied. "I just try
to keep to the schedule, and when it
comes to the students, some say 'Hello,' some say 'Thank you,' but most
just want to get to class and get back."
Loewenhagen, who has driven for
Minnesota City Bus Services since 1992,
is in his first year in the Winona State
transit system, and favors the campus
atmosphere to tourist and athletic trips.
"There's always going to be people
on these trips, and I've always been
a people-watcher," said Loewenhagen. "It's a good thing to be if you're
a bus driver; it passes the time."
A complete transit schedule can be
found at the student answer center, the
security office in Sheehan hall, the student union or the Lourdes hall front desk.
ti

Reach
Sarah
Brechat SABrecht8935@winona.edu .

Continued from Page 2
At the freshmen club fair, more
than 60 clubs set up tables in the
courtyard to provide information and recruit new members.
Winter said she was pleased with the
turnout, especially since the fair was held
before the beginning of fall semester.
"We ran out of tables," she said.
The same level of participation is
expected at the Homecoming club
fair. Within 24 hours of announcing the upcoming Homecoming club
fair, 43 clubs had already requested a table for Oct. 6, Winter said.
"I think that's pretty significant," she said. "It's good that - new
clubs are starting. It doesn't seem
to me clubs are dropping off."

Homecoming 2006 events to come
"What Happens In Winona...Stays
In Winona" is the theme for 2006.
There are a plethora of activites
for Homecoming coming up fast.
Voting for Homecoming King and
Queen takes place from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Wednesday and Thursday, Sept. 2728, Lower Level, Kryzsko Commons.
The deadline for parade registration is Friday, Sept. 29.
Cash prizes are awarded for the
best parade entries: First place wins
$200, second place wins $150 and
third place wins $100. It is important to keep in mind that what you do

with your float is a direct reflection of
how you'd like to portray yourselves.
Parade entry forms can be found in the
Homecoming packet. Fill out the form
and drop off in the office of the Assistant Student Activities Director.
Be aware of the zero tolerance policy
for alcohol. Also, any representation ofalcohol, written or insinuated, is prohibited.
Homecoming 2006 buttons are
now on sale in the Inter-Residence
Hall Council (IRHC) office, Lower
Level, Kryzsko Commons. Each button costs $1 and will get you into
all Homecoming events for free.

WASH
sanitizers
and
not
even
notice.
Schroeder recognizes
the unintentional benefits of the sanitizers.
"Whether you think
they work or don't
work, whether or not
you use them or don't

use them, just walking
by them raises awareness," Schroeder said.
Schroeder said that
Joe Reed, student activities, was not made aware
that the sanitizers were
being put in the Kryzsko commons building

Continued from Page 3
"and that was an issue." charge of it to make sure
Unlike the academic it's used appropriately,
buildings on campus, that he knows what's goKryzsko has a director ing on," said Schroeder.
responsible for oversee- "He wasn't notified and
ing what happens to it. that was an oversight."
"This is a student
Reach Kelly at
building, paid for by KLMullin5759@winostudent fees. (Reed) is in na.edu.

Got a
hankering for news?
Visit us online at
www.winona.edu/winonan

WABASHA
and Sunday and during Christmas break.
Though the gym will be
shared, the fitness center machines, including the free
weights and cardio machines,
will not.
Preliminary design plans
were drawn by Holabird &
Root Architecture Engineering
Interiors of Rochester, Minn.
The design plans illustrate
a large free weight area and a
separate area for cardio fitness
in the lower level of Wabasha
Hall.
The first floor will feature a
spacious child care center with
a room for infants, an infant
napping room, a room for one
and two-year-old toddlers with
an adjacent napping room, a
room for two and three-year
old toddlers, two rooms for
three and four-year-old preschoolers and a room for four
and five-year-old preschoolers.
The second floor student
health services facility will include room for offices, medical records and at least seven
exam rooms according to the
architectural drawings.
The drawings for the proposed third floor art department include three large
sculpting studios, a drawing
studio and two design studios.
Only half of the third floor
is taken up by the art department in the drawings.
There are plans to renovate
the third floor for a future art
department relocation, but that
area will remain undeveloped
for now, Ronkowski said.
"There will be space on the
third floor for future expansion," he said.
The programs being relocated into Wabasha Hall are

being moved in order to accommodate the $11.2 million
renovation of Maxwell Hall.
The state legislature included
the Maxwell Hall project in the
state construction bonding bill
that was passed last spring.
Ronkowski said the construction would start immediately and Keller Construction
has until Dec. 22 to complete
the project. On Dec. 22, Rochester Moving and Transfer of
Rochester, Minn., will begin
packing and moving all programs out of Maxwell Hall.
The Winona State gymnastics team has already moved

to the Nett Center's old gym,
Ronkowski said, but everything else will be moved by
Jan. 15.
Student health services and
the child care center will be located in Wabasha Hall until the
Maxwell Hall renovations are
completed.
The construction at Maxwell Hall is tentatively scheduled for completion in the
spring of 2008, according to
Ronkowski.
The fitness and wellness
centers will remain at Wabasha
Hall until a $15 million construction project at Memorial

Hall is completed.
Winona State University
must decide between two
choices after the two-year
lease period for Wabasha Hall
ends: purchase it or extend the
lease agreement an additional
two years.
The pre-negotiated purchasing price is $2.9 million.
If Winona State exercises this
option, the $750,000 paid in
rent would be applied toward
the purchase price.
In order to exercise the option to purchase Wabasha Hall,
Winona State must formally
notify Cotter Schools by June

Continued from Page 3
30, 2007, at 11:59 p.m.
Currently, the existing lease
requires Winona State pay
$62,500 on the last day of each
month from July 25, 2006
through July 24, 2008.
Winona State can opt to renew the lease under the same
terms and conditions for two
more years, if needed.
By leasing Wabasha Hall
for the next two years and the
potential two more years, Winona State would pay a total of
$3 million.
Reach Chad at CALarime0338@winona.edu .

Late Night Snack?
Delivery
available
(even late)
50 t per
sandwich

(507)

474-3727

Visit our location at
105 W Third St., Winona, MN
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Sleep can be crucial to test grades
Carl Hunter
Dp/Ed Columnist
When I was growing up,
I hated going to bed. Now, I
can't wait.
It has become the societal
norm for college kids to have
horrible sleeping habits. There's
too many things we need to do

,r

and sleep doesn't seem to be an
option.
There's been an increase in
studies on the effects of sleep:
why we do it, what harm a lack
of sleep can cause and so on.
Everybody knows there's such
a thing
as not
getting
enough
sleep
a n d
oversleeping, but
what
e x actly is
enough and what are the consequences of irregularities?
Generally, eight hours of
sleep a night is "good." Irregular sleep patterns are connected
with headaches, increased difficulty in falling asleep, increased

risk of cancer and heart disease
and poor daytime alertness. In
extreme cases, sleep irregularities have led to insomnia which
can lead to insanity.
Sleep has been shown to
have a large impact on memory.
The basic theory goes like this:
To learn material we gather information. It takes us about six
hours to soak in information.
Then we process, sort and consolidate this information. The
processing stage occurs during
deep sleep.
Naturally this is making you
wonder about all-nighters. The
studies show that crammers are
unable to file these facts away
very well. Although the entire
test looks familiar, it's difficult
for them to produce the right
answers. Those that had a full
night's sleep routinely out-performed the crammers, regardless of stimulant usage (cof-

fee or caffeine). In fact,
those that were sleep-deprived
were shown to have increased
confidence in their answers,
even when they were wrong.
In short, pulling an all-nighter and then slamming caffeine
may make you think you did
well. In reality, you would have
done just as well, probably
better, had you gotten a good
night's rest filing your information away without damaging your sleep pattern for the
week.
Got a big test tomorrow?
Relax, get some sleep.
Tips:
- Exercise in the morning or
afternoon because this helps
your body wake up naturally.
- Wind down by brushing
your teeth 30 minutes before
bed. Don't study intensively
right before sleeping.
- Watch your diet (no stimu-

lants for at least six hours before sleep).
- Let your body work for
you by having a regular sleep
schedule: go to bed and wake
up at the same time everyday,
and don't take naps over 30
minutes. This allows your natural circadian rhythm to automatically wake/tire you out.
- Keep your room dark, cool
and silent.
-Drinking alcohol before
bed causes poor sleep during
the night because your body
is filtering toxins which leaves
you dehydrated.
- Write down your thoughts
so that they don't keep you
awake.
For more tips, visit http://
www.webmd.com/hw/sleep_
dis orders/zq1042 . asp.
Reach Carl Hunter at CRHunter6218@winona.edu.

Amtrak can be more than you realize
Samuel KeaneRudolph
Op/Ed Columnist

The opinions of this newspaper do not reflect those of the
MnSCU system, Winona State
University, its faculty, staff or
student body. Any questions or
comments should be directed
to the Winonan publication
board, editors or submitted as
letters to the editor.
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I think most Winona State
students would consider trains
a nuisance.
It's a great source of frustration for those of us in East Lake
who have fine-tuned our schedules to just make it to class on
time—if the shuttle isn't delayed by, say, a train. You can
only tell a professor, "But there
was a train!" so many times.
Freight trains are irritating,
but not like the Amtrak. When
the Amtrak parks the Empire
Builder at the station for twenty minutes, blocking off Main
Street from vehicle traffic, you
have to figure out how to pull a
U-turn into the cars waiting behind you and take a detour.
Unfortunately, this is the extent of many students' experiences with Amtrak. It's really
too bad, because there's more

Kate Weber, Editor-in-Chief

to these trains than inconvenience.
Freshman year, when I was
at Indiana University, I'd take
t .h e
Hoo sier
State
train
to Chicago,
then
catch
t h e
Empire Builder from Chicago
to St. Paul. I remember stopping
through Winona both ways.
That mode of travel might
seem outdated to many. I assure
you, however, that taking a trip
on one of America's rapidly
disappearing passenger trains
is worth to effort.
For one thing, has anyone
tried to fly recently? I was corning back from Ft. Benning, Ga.,
on August 18th, in my Army

winonan@winona.edu

class "A" uniform, but security
was still treating me like a terrorist. Flying involves planning
at least two or three hours to get
to your actual gate.
While undergoing this indignity, I couldn't help but remember that all I had to do to catch
a train was show up on time to
show the conductor my ticket,
check my baggage and get on
with it.
The atmosphere on a train is
a breath of fresh air compared
to the airport. Try talking to
somebody in an airport. They'll
look at you like you're from
Mars; then they'll go back to
reading the Financial Times.
Everyone's in a hurry, fair
enough. But constant rushing
turns airports into lonely, unfriendly places.
Sit in an Amtrak station and
get on an Amtrak train; the very
air is different. People breathe
easier and talk easier.

I've talked for hours with
grandmothers, rival students
from Purdue and even a man
who was traveling across the
country with only the clothes
on his back—to bail his son out
of jail in California. People on
a train seem to have lives behind their faces; on an airplane
they are just blurs.
So if you find yourself wanting to go someplace that you
don't need to get to immediately, remember that the Amtrak is not just an inconvenient
roadblock.
Passenger trains have their
own personalities, as do the
people who ride and work on
them. Sometimes, it's nice to
slow life down to meet new
people—why not do it while
participating in a vanishing
American tradition?
Reach Samuel KeaneRudolph at SKeaneRu4088@winona.edu.

(507) 457-5119

Biking has health, monetary benefits
Jonathan Roberts
Guest Op/Ed Columnist
Winona is 12 blocks wide.
From Lake Street to Second
Street it is 0.9 miles according
to Google Maps.
But Merchants' Bank is
leveling the buildings on their
block for a parking lot. To be
honest, I could care less that
they are tearing down the buildings, but what makes me upset
is that they are doing it to put
up a parking lot.
Honestly, do you even need
a car in Winona? I've been here
for three years now, and I'm
selling my car. I don't use it and
between the price of gas and insurance, it is just not worth it to
keep it around anymore. I can
take my bike to work, school,
soccer, downtown, the beach or
even Holzinger Lodge.
I realized the other day that
about 90 percent of the cars in
Winona are unnecessary.
I was riding an exercise
bike at Winona State, getting a
workout while catching up on
some reading, when I noticed
my speed.
I was cruising at a good 11
mph and barely breaking , a
sweat.
I thought, "Without any
stops, I could go from Sarnia
Street to Second Street in about
five minutes, maybe less if I
tried."
Hold on a minute, before
you start thinking, "He's just
some stupid college kid. He
doesn't have a job or a family
or anywhere to go but school
and parties."
I understand that I am a student, and that my realm of Winona doesn't expand as much
as some of the families that live
out in the suburbs, up in the
bluffs, over on the west side or

out on the edge of town.
I also understand that this
is Minnesota, where snow is
on the ground for at least four
months out of the year, thus
making it difficult and dangerous to bike during the winter
months.
I also know that beating
rush-hour traffic in Milwaukee
by bike is a pretty sweet feeling.
To be able to go from 118th St.,
way out in the suburbs, to Lake
Michig a n
(about
1 2
miles)
in less
than 45
minutes
is also
pretty
neat.
My challenge to you, Winona, is to beat the Huff Street
traffic by using that desolate
bike lane. See how much it
could change your life.
The benefits of biking should
be obvious, but I'll take a few
moments to reinforce the big
ones.
By biking to work you are
engagipg in a low stress (e4sy
onljoints), cardiovascular (good
for the heart) exercise that burns
about 500 calories an hour.
Daily exercise relieves stress
and depression, detoxifies the
blood and lungs and promotes
overall good health.
If you don't care about your
mental and physical well being,
how about your fiscal muscles?
The yearly cost of owning
a vehicle is $7,830 based on
15,000 miles of driving, according to 2006 research conducted by the American Automobile Association. Check out
the report, if you wish, at www.
aaapublicaffairs.com .

I've had my 1970s road bike
for more than three years—it
was given to me by my dad—
and I just recently got it tuned
up for a whopping $54 that included two new sets of brakes,
re-gripped handlebars and some
tightened wheels. They even
polished the seat for me.
I'm sure they would have
offered to top off the tank, but
wait—my bike doesn't need
to be filled up at over $3.00 a
gallon. When was the last time
your mechanic gave you a bill
for less than a couple hundred?
But you have the money to
burn, right? Do you have lungs
to burn, too? There are many
statistics that show the ill effects of car pollution on the
planet and our health, so many
that I feel I don't even need to
list them.
Type "bad health pollution
car" into any search engine. I
promise that you will find more
statistics about the health problems caused by car pollution
than you ever thought existed.
Think of it like secondhand
smoke that burns gallons of a
diminishing natural resource.
Maybe your employer offers an
excellent health benefits? 1 , ,
You might not care about
your health, your wealth or the
environment. But guess what?
That is alright,. because this is
America and you are entitled to
the freedom of opinion.
Maybe you work at Merchants' Bank and have your
own parking lot and can park
anywhere in it without a worry
in the world, but what about
Pete?
Pete just got a promotion and
with it came a cozy little parking spot in the front row, closest to the office. Want my final
reason on why to bike?
Parking. With a bike you

can park wherever the hell you
want! All it takes is three digits
on your combination lock and
you can safely park your bike
virtually wherever your little
heart desires.
In fact, many businesses let
you bring it right into the office.
Want to stick it to Pete, beat
him to the coffee and donuts
in the break room every morning?
Take a bike, because you
won't have to stop for gas, deal
with traffic, find a parking spot
or even worry about getting a
dent while your car is sitting
defenseless in the lot.
You can still use "Sony, I
got a flat tire" as a legitimate
excuse.
Biking is by far the most efficient form of transportation
available to us today.
Unfotunately, it seems to be
against our American nature to
give up our lush comforts for
the more socially responsible
way of life (America constitutes 5 percent of the world's
population but uses 25 percent
of its energy).
I hope I've made you a little
more inclined to trade in your
car keys for a bike lock:
It doesn't matter if you do it
for the health benefits, to save
money, to improve the environment or to beat Pete to the blueberry bagel, biking can be one
of the best decisions you've
ever made with your life.
Here's to you, Merchants'
Bank, for pursuing your right
to be lazy, to be poor, to pollute
the environment and to get a
bad parking spot the only way,
the American way.

Reach Jonathan Roberts at
JPRobert1732@winona.edu.

Think you've got what it takes to work for a newspaper?
Get practical, real-world experience while still in school at the Winonan.
Apply for a features or news reporter position today and earn the clips that
will take you further into the future.
Contact Human Resources Manager Jess Caskey at JBCaskey7153@winona.edu for
more information.

Good with
mone9 ?
Become the business manager for the
Winonan and earn
monelj while handling
ours. Contact Human
Resources manager
Jess Caskeij at JBCaskei37153@winona.edu
for more information.
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Mugshots coffee shop reopens, new atmostphere
Lindsey HoII
WINONAN
A revamped Mugshots coffee shop will reopen at 8 p.m.
on Sept. 28 in Lourdes Hall to
provide live music and learning
iexperiences for students.
Kate Hujda and Britty DauMugshots interns and student coordinators, said they are
Tying to make the coffee shop
more popular than it was when
it first opened last spring.
Dautel said the coffee shop,
which is located next to the
Lourdes cafeteria, will only be
3pen during its musical per1ormances on Thursday nights
litim 8 p.m. to about 11 p.m.
Dautel said Mugshots will

are the same from this year are
be open to the public.
So far, there are two perfor- its name and location.
Hujda said the coffee shop
mances scheduled for this semester, while others are still in has an all-new setup including a light and sound system, a
the planning process.
Dautel said she hopes to have logo and a menu.
Items on the menu include
one performance each week.
desserts,
such as chocolate
So far, all scheduled permousse,
apple
cobbler a la
formers are Winona State stumode
and
fruit
parfait.
dents, Hujda said.
All of the food and beveragThe first performance on
es
are provided by Chartwells.
Sept. 28 will be Nick Asuncion
The
coffee, tea and cappucand Megan Nelson.
The second performance on cino served in the cafeteria will
Oct. 5 will be Joe Pollock and also be available in the coffee
the duo Alex Kilnkhammer and shop.
The convenience store next
Trent Paffenroth.
Hujda and Dautel have been to the Lourdes cafeteria will
working on the coffee shop also be open during the coffee
since the beginning of the shop hours and will prepare appetizers on the grill.
school year.
Some prices are still being
Both said the only things that
determined, but a bottomless
coffee or pop costs $1.25, said
Hujda.
Hujda also said that students
can use Kryzsko cash to purchase items in the coffee shop.
Dautel described the new atmosphere of the coffee shop as
"underground and artsy" with
stage lighting and candles on
all of the tables.
Dautel said the coffee shop

rt6 S 2litertaimirellt
provides a fun alternative on
school nights.
"It's easy to get to and it's
laidback," Dautel said.
Marketing professor Mark
Young's experiential entrepreneurship class will also be running the coffee shop.
Young said he has divided
the class of 22 freshmen into
two companies that will compete, similar to the television
show, "The Apprentice."
"Each student takes on a
leadership role and learns the
core aspects of entrepreneurship," said Young.
Unlike "The Apprentice,"
Young said no one will be
fired.
He said the effort is a partnership between the marketing
department, Chartwells, the
residential college and Hujda
and Dautel as interns.
Each student company is divided into three teams that rotate the responsibilities of the
marketing, management and
financial aspects of running a
business, he said.
A person from each company was chosen to be on the
board of directors, which evaluates and provides feedback to
the class, Young said.
He said the class is in the
planning stages of booking the

entertainment and deciding
what menu items will be featured at certain performances.
This is the first time the class
has been offered and Young
said it's unique because most
experiential classes are upperlevel, but this class is for any
level.
Not all of the participating
students are business majors—
some just wanted to try something new, he said.
Young said Winona State
plans to offer this class every
fall.
He said one of the biggest
lessons to be learned from the
class is that entrepreneurship is
about finding society's needs
and providing a service that will
benefit them as consumers.
Young said the coffee shop
"provides an on-campus alternative to off-campus drinking,
and that is a social need we are
trying to address."
Anyone interested in performing at Mugshots should
e-mail Kate Hujda at KJHuor
jda8376@winona.edu
Britty Dautel at BGDaute16433@winona.edu .
Reach Lindsey Holl at
LAHo117636@winona.edu .

Counseling center hires
new male staff member
Kai Oehler
WINONAN
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Choice is good when it
comes to counseling, said Pat
Ferden, chairperson of Winona
State's counseling center.
Students can now choose
to see a male or female counselor.
Ferden said the most important advantage is that the
counseling center now has five,

rather than four, counselors to
accommodate 8,000 Winona
State students.
Not every Winona State student needs counseling, Ferden
said.
During peak times in the semester, Ferden said a week's
wait was not uncommon.
"The idea would be that students will be able to be seen
sooner," Ferden said. "Adding
a staff person levels the load."

Ferden said that more people
working makes walk-ins easier
to accommodate.
Ferden said students in crisis situations will now be able
to be seen immediately, at least
for a short meeting.
For several years, only females have staffed the Winona

See COUNSELING,
Page 12

Campus gingko tree undergoes natural sex change
Stephanie Magnuson
WINONAN
A Winona State groundskeeper noticed one tree's gender
shift approximately three years
ago when he was giving a tree
tour to a group of grade-school
children.
Bill Meyer, Winona State
senior groundskeeper and coauthor of "The Trees of Winona State University," stopped
in front of a ginkgo biloba tree
and was explaining to the group
that Winona State planted only
male trees because they do not
produce foul-smelling berries,
a female characteristic.
One student, with a sharp
eye, interrupted Meyer and
proved him wrong by pointing
out a single berry.
This was the start of Winona
State's stinky situation.
Currently, the Winona State
campus has two hardcore,
berry-producing ginkgo biloba
trees which are located on the
east side of Pasteur Hall and on
the south side of Gildemeister
Hall.
When the yellow, marblesized berries fall to the ground
and break open, they release an

unpleasant smell, similar to rotting apples.
Not to worry; Meyer said,
"The berries will be picked up
by the mowers fairly quickly."
Meyer said there are many
possible explanations as to why

department, theorized that the
tree may be procreating to create more trees in order to survive.
"Our winters have been pretty mild lately and trees don't
know how to adapt and are

Anna Ligocki/WINONAN

The gingko biloba tree outside Pasteur Hall was planted as a
male tree, but now has female characteristics.

this tree is "gender bending."
As part of the Minnesota
Shade Tree Advisory Committee, University of Minnesota
professor Gary Johnson examined the tree.
Johnson, a professor in the
urban and community forestry

reverting back to their female
form," Meyer said.
Dana Coulter, of Winona
Nursery, said that the ginkgo's
sex chromosomes are often
hard to distinguish; therefore ,
the classification of the tree's
gender is often difficult.

tree that is starting to produce
seeds.
The ginkgo tree, recognized
by its fan-like leaves, not only
provides a unique aid to landscaping, but it also serves as a
medicinal supplement.
According to Rxlist.com ,
the ginkgo leaf extract can help
treat many conditions including
memory impairment, the ability to concentrate, short-term
memory loss and vertigo.
Neither Johnson or Coulter
could offer a solid explanation
as to why, or if, the ginkgo tree
is facing a sudden sex-change.
"One way to find out why
this is happening would be to
subject some of these trees to
different conditions and do
some research," said Tom Grier,
Winona State mass communication professor and co-author
of "The Trees of Winona State
University."
"It's not the most earth-shattering thing, but it is interesting," Grier said.

"This also must confuse
the tree because some ginkgos
have both male and female
parts," Coulter said, "This flexibility is why the fossil tree is
still around today."
Dating back to the Carboniferous age—over 350 million
years ago—the ginkgo tree is
the only species left from its
virtually extinct family.
Karen Linder, of Princeton
Nursery located in Princeton,
New Jersey, said that it may
have been female all along but
it hadn't yet reached sexual maturity.
"It takes between 20 and
35 years for either a male or
female ginkgo to mature to
the point where it begins to
produce ovules as a females
or microsporangia (cones) for
males," Linder said. "Maybe
your 'male' just was not old
enough to show female characteristics until this year."
Winona State's ginkgo trees
are not the only trees undergoing this mysterious sex change.
The Royal Botanic GardensKew, the largest living collection of plants located outside
of London, England, reported
a 250-year-old male ginkgo
Mill :NMI

Reach Stephanie Magnuson
at SE Magnus 1 2 64 @winona.
edu.
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Counseling

Continued from Page 10

State counseling center.
After Ferden was approved
to hire an additional counselor,
she decided to look locally.
That's when she found and
hired Joseph Bodnar.
"I personally think it's
great," Ferden said of Bodnar
as a male hire.
Ferden said that she didn't
hire Bodnar merely on the basis
of gender, because that would
be discrimination.
The issue of an all-female
counselors had been brought
up by others on campus, Ferden
said, but had not been specifi-

cally addressed.
Bodnar said that in counseling, people usually have a gender preference.
"Some men want to talk to
a man about certain things," he
said.
The same is true for women,
Bodnar said.
Bodnar also said that the opposite can be true.
"It depends on the individual," he said.
Bodnar said he has counseled both genders on a variety
of topics in a variety of settings.

Bodnar said he likes the area,
but that he really loves working
for the university.
Bodnar received his master's
degree in counseling from Winona State. He also completed
an internship and worked parttime for the university in 2001.
"There's a lot of opportunity
in the counseling center to help
somebody do things to get their
life going," Bodnar said.
His approach to counseling, which Ferden refers to as
"wellness-focused" was a factor for his hire, she said.
"I look at the whole per-

son," Bodnar said, "not just the
symptoms."
A person is split between
their physical, occupational,
spiritual, social and emotional
self, he said.
Even if he just focuses on
the emotional aspect, Bodnar
said that focus will connect to
other neglected aspects of a
student's life.
Bodnar said what he operates under is less a method
and more "a philosophy that
can help prevent poor mental
health."
He said the philosophy can

positively influence personal
well-being.
Bodnar said the best thing
about the counseling center is
that it's free to students.
Students have five counselors to choose from, or "five
chances to find someone they
connect with," Bodnar said.
Ferden said, "I think it's good
for students to have a nice, big
choice (of counselors)."

Will he discover his new lover's secrets?
Will he
A murder mystery like no
sleep with his
other, "The Black Dahlia,"
partner's wife?
based on James Ellroy's novel
All these
by the same title, circles the
questions are
events of a terrible Hollywood
answered by
murder in the 1940s.
the thrilling
Two hard-hitting cops,
murder mysBucky Bleichert and Lee
tery film that
Blanchard, nicknamed "Fire"
closes the case
and "Ice," are put on the muron one of the
der case shortly after a charity
biggest unboxing match between them.
solved homiMr. Ice throws the fight and
cides in Hol
intentionally goes down in the
lywood, "The
ninth round for a good sum of
Black Dahlia."
money, or at least enough to
I really did
set up his aged and delusional
like this movie,
father at a nursing home.
but I felt some
He walks away with a hockUNIVERSAL of the directing
ey-player smile as his consolaTwo detectives, Bucky Bliechert and Lee Blanchard, are caught in a love tridecisions were
tion trophy.
angle
with
Kay
Lake
as
they
investigate
a
Hollywood
murder
in
the
1940s.
strange.
As if this didn't add enough
I really felt
tension to their partnership,
the
end
of
the
month.
I
must
not
forget
the
fact
that
that
this movie
Lee's pseudo-wife, Kay Lake,
Lee
was
the
one
to
put
him
when
the
case
starts,
Nash,
the
was
unpredictable
for
a variety
a bombshell beauty with some
away
in
the
first
place.
guy
that
mutilates
and
molests
of
reasons.
dark secrets, involves the two
As the tension builds Lee
Lake, is set to get out of jail by
One reason is that the mood
boys in an odd love triangle.
starts to get a little overheat- of the movie changed.
ed, becoming overly obsessed
I'm not sure if it was the
with the "Dahlia" case, leav- camera work and lighting or
ing Bucky to pick up the rest just the harsh transitions, but
of their assignments and the the movie went from a noir,
A Diffront KInd of aturch
pieces of the case when his 1940s macabre-feeling to a
partner cracks.
gum-shoe detective case that
The movie really moves would be better seen in black
when Bucky meets a lovely and white.
young
lady who happens to
Coffee :and Bagels 10:30
It irritated me, but perhaps
look
astonishingly
similar to other viewers will be able to
Service 11:00
the "Dahlia" girl, and she be- overlook the uneasy flow and
402 Mak Street
Good
Coffee
comes his big lead in the case. just enjoy the movie's plot for
Across from Monmial Hal
Will Bucky find the killer? what it is.

It's a great effort at a throwback to early murder cases with
busty blondes and hardnosed
heroes.
Last two comments:
(1) There's very minimal nudity, and it's even appropriate,
although I felt it seemed kind of
forced and awkward.
(2) The murder was never
actually solved.
The movie is loosely based
on real events.
Don't worry if you don't
want to be left hanging, because the film makers decided
to put in their -own ending:
I thought it was good—twisted—but good.

Reach Kai Oehler at
KEOehler2681@winona.
edu.

'The Black Dahlia' unpredictable to viewers

Jonathan Roberts
WINONAN

Reach Jonathan Roberts at
JPRobert1732@winona.edu .
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Relaxed atmosphere
Open discussion
Encouragement
Friendship
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'Native Voices' speaker questions American identity
Amber Dulek
WINONAN
A prominent Native American activist and writer urged
faculty, students and community members at Winona State
University to question what
American identity means in
this millennium.
"I am a patriot not to a flag,
but to the land," said Winona
LaDuke, a two-time vice-presidential running mate with Ralph
Nader for the Green Party.
America stands for freedom
of choice, LaDuke said, and
it shouldn't be for things like
toothpaste, shampoo and cereal. Instead, education, water
supply, the origination of food,
neighborhood relationships and
security deserve more atten-

tion.
America has become a cultural monocrop, LaDuke said.
"Historically, ethnicity was
taught to be let go so you can
become an American," LaDuke
said. "But I think it's a mistake
to forget where people came
from."
At some point Americans
must decide if their community
is worth it, LaDuke said.
"It's that transient idea that
there are always greener pastures to move to," LaDuke said.
"We've run out of places to
conquer and stake our flags."
Although Somsen auditorium was nearly full, LaDuke
made the lecture an intimate
experience. Her hearty voice
wove personal stories of her
children harvesting wild rice
among heavy issues about ge-

islation to have the right to genetically engineered foods, rac- members live on the land.
WELRP reclaimed 1,700 netically engineer wild rice.
ism and the Native American
LaDuke asked the crowd to
acres so far, but have exhausted
battle to recover land.
LaDuke moved to the White many tactics in doing so. "We call upon the Minnesota govEarth Ojibwe Reservation in tried everything and we decid- ernment for its support in opWhite Earth, Minn., to become ed now to buy back our land," posing this action.
a high school principal after she LaDuke said.
Because wild rice naturally
When people ask her why grows in Minnesota lakes and
graduated from Harvard University with a native economic she can't just forget about it rivers, LaDuke feels no one
LaDuke says, "It's hard to get should have the right to genetidevelopment degree.
She became involved in land over it when you have no assets cally engineer it.
rights litigation in the 1980s or power left."
"Wild rice should mean
The only compensation for something," LaDuke said. "It
and started the White Earth
Land Recovery Project. "In our land is land, LaDuke said.
connects us to our culture from
LaDuke and WELRP oppose 1,000 years ago."
community, nobody was going
to fix it or make it better for the genetic-engineering of wild
The Original Peoples of the
rice and have been successful Land Learning Community
us," LaDuke said.
In the mid-1800s, the gov- in keeping laws against manu- sponsored this event for the
ernment signed a treaty with facturing it.
"Native Voices" series.
"Wild rice is central to our
the Ojibwe tribe reserving
837,000 acres of land. More culture and is our most sacred
Reach Amber Dulek at AMthan 90 percent of the land is food," LaDuke said.
Dulek2893@winona.edu.
The University of Minnesota
still owned by the government
and only one-quarter of tribal has recently been pushing leg-

Apple Computers and Winona State provide seminar
Apple Computers and Winona State University are cosponsoring an Educational
Technology Update Seminar.
This seminar will provide
participants with some of the
latest information on technology, the new Apple Operating
System and Podcasting.
The seminar is on Oct. 2,
2006 in the Kryzsko Commons
student activities area.
The seminar will cover what
is new at Apple from 9 a.m. to
noon.
It will deliver up-to-date in-

formation and offer demonstratins featuring the latest Apple
educational hardware, software
and solutions including:
-News from WWDC 2006,
the annual Apple World Wide
Developers Conference
-An overview of the new
Intel. chip-powered, super fast,
office-running, video-chatting,
crash resistant, podcasting Mac
family
-An overview of Leopard,
the next major release of the
Mac OS X, including new technology to install and run Win-

dows XP on your Mac
-An update on Mac OS X
Accessibility features and technologies
-An overview of the new
Apple Certification Programs
that prepare and certify faculty
and students on Apple's industry leading creative profession=
al applications.
The afternoon session will
cover iPod and podcasting
in education from 1 p.m. to 4
p.m.
It will be an in-depth exploration of iPods and Podcasting

Paintball club
at Winona

Winona State has a new club,
Winona Paintball.
The club plays as the Winona
State Warriors at tournaments
sanctioned by the National Collegiate Paintball Association.
The club has 8 members and
is open to all people interested
in paintball competitively or just
for fun.

The club placed fourth out
of 14 teams at the Saint Mary's
Open this past weekend.
There were teams from Iowa,
Michigan, Wisconsin and Saint
Mary's University in Winona at
the tournament.
The club plans to attend three
more tournaments this season.
The next tournament is over

the weekend of Oct. 6-8 in
Madison, Wis.
The club would like to have
a faculty vs. students tournament at Winona State in the
spring.
If interested in joining this
club contact, Jesse Fladmark
at JLFladma2149@winona.
edu.

in Education.
-How schools and universities are using iPods and podcasting to deliver instruction
and enhance curriculum
-Details on the popular
iTunes U Program
-Demonstration of the tools

and processes involved in creating, distributing and accessing podcast content
You may register for the
sessions at http://edseminars.
apple.com/seminars/event .
php?eventlD=98.

FULL SERVICE SALON & DAY SPA
Personalized Hair Cutting & Styling
Special Occasion Highlighting &
Lowlighting Foiling - Hair Coloring
Perming Makeup - Manicures &
Pedicures • Complete Body Waxing
Facials -Therapeutic Body Massage
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One-on-One: NCAA Bowl Championship Series
Debate has raged on—should the NCAA use a playoff
system to determine the national champion, or is the
current Bowl Championship Series the way to go?
Scott Swanson
Sports Editor
Eds. Note: Sports reporter
Chandler MacLean and editor
Scott Swanson are debating
what the better system would be
for college football postseason.
The current BCS system, or a
playoff system? Reach Scott
at SDSwanso3092@winona.
edu. Reach Chandler at
CLMacLea9357@winona.edu
Chandler: In 1998, NCAA
Division I football adopted the
Bowl Championship Series. The
BCS is a complicated system
of equations and formulas that
determines the top ten teams
in the country and assigns
them to one of five prestigious
postseason bowl games.
The final BCS bowl game
pits the No. 1 and No. 2 teams
in the country to determine a
clefinitive National, ichgripiqn.,
This year, the BCS consists of
the Rose Bowl, Allstate Sugar
Bowl, FedEx Orange Bowl,
the Tostitos Fiesta Bowl and
the Tostitos BCS national
championship game, and will
be played Jan. 1-8.
The BCS is contracted to run
through the 2009 regular season
and 2010 bowl season.
That's the background.
The real story is the growing
debate between using the BCS
versus holding a true playoff,
to determine the national
champion. I'm defending the
BCS.
immediate
most
The
argument that comes to mind in
favor of the BCS is last year's
Rose Bowl. Vince Young
heroically lifted Texas over
Matt Leinart, Reggie Bush
and the almighty University
of Southern California in a
breathtaking 41-38 instant
classic.

That was the best football
game I've ever seen. It wouldn't
have been possible without the
BCS.
Scott: You have to think that
USC and Texas would have met
in the national championship,
even if a playoff system was
installed. The BCS system is
flawed in so many ways.
In fact, it ruins a big part of
what makes sports so great in
the first place. NCAA football
is the only major sport that
doesn't use a playoff system.
Isn't that saying something
in itself? A big reason for this
is because of the profit that
schools and corporations can
generate from the bowl games.
Money takes precedence over
sports. Money takes precedence

over finding one true, proven
national champion.
It's terrible that an unbeaten
Division I team can finish the
year with zero losses, but not
even have a chance to compete
for the championship.
Chandler: You can't just say
USC and Texas would've met
in the championship game of a
national playoff. Way too vague.
How many teams? Neutral site
or home field advantage? Who
picks the teams? Give me some
hypothetical scenarios and
I'll hear you out. And aren't
you just validating the BCS
by saying USC and Texas
would've played in a playoff
championship game? That
would mean the beleaguered
BCS got it right.

I will side with you on the
growing absurdity of bowl
game corporate sponsorship.
This year, a pair of lucky teams
will play in the Meineke Car
Care Bowl.
And I bet head coaches
around the country had
no trouble using the MPC
Computers Bowl as preseason
motivation. Of course it's
hard to trash goofy bowl game
titles when you consider that
according to the official site for
the BCS, college bowls will pay
out $187 million this season
and $2.1 billion over the next
decade. In the past five years,
they've paid out $820 million.
Can you say "scholarship
fund?"
But back to my defense of the

AP Photo
The University of Texas celebrates last season after its 41-38 win over Southern California
in the Rose Bowl. The BCS game decided college football's national champion.
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Chandler MacLean
Sports Reporter
BCS. Thanks to the current
system, every week of games
generates a playoff atmosphere.
One loss could cost a team a
shot at the title, and that all-ornothing mentality is reflected in
the quality of big-time regular
season match-ups.
Scott: Fair enough. Here's
what would make NCAA
Division I football quite
possibly the most exciting sport:
A six-team, three week playoff
format. The top six teams in the
nation are selected by a panel
similar to the committee that
selects the 64-team NCAA
basketball tournament.
The top two teams each
receive byes—thus rewarding
the truly outstanding teams.
But, with the four other teams
involved; nobody would be
left with an argument about
deserving a spot at the national
title. All games could be held at
neutral sites, specifically, in a
stadium of a major conference
team that isn't in the playoffs.
Since the BCS began, four
non-BCS conference Division
I-A teams have finished the
regular season unbeaten (Tulane
in 1998, Marshall in 1999, with
Utah and Boise State in 2004).
None of those teams had
even a chance to compete
for the national title after the
regular season concluded.
It has been made impossible
for any non-BCS team to win
it all.
This simply isn't right.
At some point, the NCAA
needs to evaluate all possible
scenarios, and seriously
consider instituting a playoff
system to determine one true,
national champion.

Smith leads cross
The Perspective:
country at Griak Invite Warriors have good problem

Doug Sundin/WINONAN
A Winona University runner
competes during the Saint
Mary's Invitational on Sept. 2.

MINNEAPOLIS—Winona State University freshman
Steph Smith took 59th place
out of 278 runners at the Roy
Griak Invitational at the Les
Bolstad Golf Course.
Smith finished the 5-kilometer race in 24 minutes, 32
seconds.
As a team, the Warriors
finished 23rd out of 29 teams
with 628 points.
Freshman
Allie
Glasbrenner was the next
highest finisher for the Warriors, taking 85th with a time
of 25:03.
Black Hills State won the
meet after fielding the fifth
and sixth place finishers.
The Winona State men's
cross country team was at the
same meet. The men ran 8 Idlometers.
The men scored 1,337
points to finish 46th in the 52team meet.

Senior Chet Heacox was
the top finisher for the Warriors, taking 214th with a
time of 28:53.
Close behind was teammate Neil Skoog.
Skoog, a freshman, placed
222nd with a time of 29:03.

Sovereign leads
women's golf
PELLA, Iowa— Freshman
Courtney Sovereign placed
fifth at the Central College
Fall Invitational to lead Winona State.
Sovereign shot a 179. Katie Schuller was the next best
scorer for the Warriors, shooting a 185 to take sixth place.
Freshman Kate Kowalske
finished right behind, shooting a 186 to take seventh.
The Warriors did not compete in the team competition.

The Week in Warrior Athletics
A glance at the week that was
and a peek at the week ahead
FOOTBALL
(3-1, 1-0)

VOLLEYBALL
(10-8, 3-4 NSIC)

RESULTS:
Tuesday, Sept. 19: Win, 3-2
at Upper Iowa
Saturday, Sept. 23: Win, 3-2
vs. Minnesota State Moorhead
UPCOMING:
Wednesday, Sept. 27 vs. St.
MEN'S X COUNTRY
Cloud State
RESULTS:
Friday, Sept. 29 at Southwest
Saturday, Sept. 23 : 46th at
Minnesota State
the 52 team Griak Invitational
Saturday, Sept. 30 at Wayne
in St. Paul, Minn.
State College
UPCOMING:
Friday, Sept. 29 at the Blu- WOMEN'S X COUNTRY
gold Open in Colfax, Wis.
RESULTS:
Saturday, Sept. 23 : 23rd at
WOMEN'S GOLF
the Griak Invitational in St.
UPCOMING:
Saturday, Sept. 30-Sunday, Paul, Minn.
UPCOMING:
October 1 at Best Western RivFriday, Sept. 29 at the Bluerport Inn Collegiate Classic at
gold
Open in Colfax, Wis.
Cedar Valley Golf Course
RESULTS:
Saturday, Sept. 23: Win,
48-7 vs. Upper Iowa
UPCOMING:
Sept. 30 at Concordia-St.
Paul
-

-

Scott Swanson
Sports Editor
The Winona State University football team showed Saturday that it has the potential to
achieve something very special.
The Warriors dominated all aspects of the game on both sides
of the ball in a 48-7 win over
Upper Iowa.
In case you missed it, the Winona State defense forced six
turnovers in the first half, five
of which were interceptions.
The offense also caught fire
early, scoring three touchdowns

in the first quarter.
And this was without starting quarterback and the Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference preseason player of the
year, Drew Aber.
Senior Aaron Boettcher, who
was in stiff competition with
Aber for the starting spot before the season started, played
exceptionally in Aber's stead.
Boettcher passed for 228
yards and four touchdowns. He
also had an incredible 53-yard
touchdown run. Keep in mind,
most of these statistics came in
the first half
Both Aber and Boettcher
bring skill and leadership to the
field. Coach Tom Sawyer and
company have a great problem
on their hands—two exceptional starting quarterbacks. Both
possess the ability to enter the
game at any given point and
take control.

EXPERIENCE FOR YOUR RESUME.
MONEY FOR COLLEGE.

WOMEN'S SOCCER
(4-4-2, 1-0-1)
RESULTS:
Friday, Sept. 22: Win, 1-0
at Northern Iowa
Saturday, Sept. 23: Loss,
1-0 at Western Illinois
UPCOMING GAMES:
Saturday, Sept. 30 vs.
Southwest Minnesota State
Sunday, Oct. 1 vs. Wayne
State

MEN'S GOLF
UPCOMING:
TBA, vs. Saint Mary's at
Cedar Valley Golf Course
Sept. 29-30 at the Fall
Central Region Invitational
at Wildflower Golf Course
Sunday, Oct. 1 at Warrior
Invitational at Bridges Golf
Course

Strengthening your personal skills is not the only
benefit of joining the Army. You can also receive
cash bonuses and money for college. If you qualify,
you can receive a $40,000 Enlistment Bonus, $65,000
College Loan Repayment or $71,000 from the Army
College Fund. Find out more at GOARMY.COM or
1-BOO-USA-ARMY.

For more
information call

507-454-0990
ask about our
student loan
repayment

Where: 1215 GILMORE AVE STE D, WINONA MN, 55987
When: Monday to Friday 9 AM - 5 PM
Who: Your Local Army Recruiter

AN ARMY OF ONE
IU.S.ARMY )
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Warriors top Division I program for first
Bernhardt position change
propels Warriors
over Panthers
Matt Huss
WINONAN
The Winona State University
women's soccer team earned its
first ever victory against a Division I program with a 1-0 win
over the University of Northern
Iowa on Friday, but then fell to
Division I Western Illinois Univers ity
by the
same
score
on Saturday
in the
Panther
Invitational
Bernhardt
held at
the University of Northern Iowa.
Winona State's victory was
cemented by an Whitney Bernhardt, who scored the winning goal with 5:58 left in the
match.
Bernhardt, a defender and
regular
starter,
w a s
moved
to for., ward to
replace
junior
Holly
Sutton,
Sutton
who
left the
match after suffering an ankle
sprain.
"We needed some speed on
top after Holly got hurt, so we
moved Whitney to forward,"
Winona State coach Ali Omar
said. "She's done it for us in the
past, and it didn't take her long
to remember how to play it."

Despite
suffering a
bloody nose
after taking
an elbow to
the face, Bernhardt headed-in a crossfield pass
from junior
Annie L auterer. It was
Bernhardt's
first goal attempt this
season.
The Warriors (4-4-2)
outshot the
Panthers 1410, and recorded eight
shots on
goal.
Goalkeeper Amanda
Diehm,
last week's
Northern Sun
Intercollegiate Conference defensive player
of the week,
saved all
seven of the
shots Northern Iowa put
on goal en
route to recording her
fifth shutout
of the year.
The only
negative aspects of the
day were
the injuries
of Sutton
Doug Sundin/WINONAN
and senior
Winona
State
sophomore
midfielder
Leslie
Schumacher
traps the ball.
defender
Christine Bebe she was good to go, but she returned to play the next day
atty, who has been nursing a
wasn't very mobile out there,
against Western Illinois, a game
sprained knee and had to leave
Omar said. "We were in con- in which the Warriors were outthe game after 30 minutes.
trol, so we didn't want to risk shot 13-5 and managed only
"Beatty sat out all of last
anything."
three shots on goal compared
week, and we thought that mayNeither Sutton nor Beatty to the Westerwinds' 10.
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"They dominated our side
and took it to us pretty good
in the first half," Omar said.
"However, our defense held
up very well, and we allowed
them only low-percentage
shots.
"We made the right adjustments and played them even in
the second half, even though
we had played the night before."
Western Illinois managed
only three shots in the second
half but recorded the gamewinner just five minutes after
the intermission.
Despite the loss on Saturday, Omar was very pleased
with his team's performance
against the Division I competition.
"We reminded our players
that these teams scheduled us
because they wanted to beat
up on us," he said. "I feel good
about what our players did—
we came with it despite a number of injuries.
"When they scheduled us,
Northern Iowa was probably
thinking that we'd be an easy
game for them. I don't think
this is what they expected at
all, and I don't think Western
Illinois expected us to do what
we did."
Omar and the Warriors are
hoping to carry this intensity
over into this weekend, where
they will host NSIC foes in
Southwest Minnesota State on
Saturday and Wayne State on
Sunday.
"We don't want to play
down to our opponents; we
want to force teams to play at
our level and match what we
have, just like we did against
Northern Iowa and Western Illinois," Omar said. "The best
thing that came out of (playing
the Division I teams) was that
we'll be playing at the same intensity level over our next eight
games and into the conference
tournament."

Warriors score 28 in first quarter to topple Peacocks
Chandler MacLean
WINONAN
The only question left unanswered after the No. 23 Winona State University football
team's 48-7 drubbing of Upper
Iowa University last Saturday,
is the identity of the Warriors'
starting quarterback for the rest
of the season.
As for the answered questions: the Warriors' (3-1, 1-0)
defense dominated and forced
seven turnovers. All told, the
Warriors' ballhawking pass
defense finished with six interceptions, a single-game school
record.
Junior cornerback Kenzie
Yewman came up with three
picks and was named Northern
Sun Intercollegiate Conference defensive player of the
week. Fellow junior cornerback Shawn Cunningham took
his interception 21 yards for a
touchdown.
Junior wide receiver Scott
Peter torched the Peacocks defense with four catches for 122
yards
a n d
three
touchdowns,
giving
him
five
touchdowns
Boettcher
in the
past
three games.
After allowing ten sacks in a
loss the week before, the Warriors' pass protection held Upper Iowa (1-3, 1-1) to just one
sack.
"We're excited about it,"
Warriors' coach Tom Sawyer
said of the win. "After the week
before where we struggled, especially with the mental part of
the game, I thought we played
a lot sharper. When the defense
creates turnovers like we did

surprised that he
had that day. I
think that if he'd
been our starter
all year last year,
he would've
done that many
weeks. But the
way it went down
it just didn't happen."
Boettcher began last season
as the Warrior's
starter, but was
replaced by Aber
during a blowout loss in game
three.
Aber, a southpaw, went on to
collect an NSIC
honorable mention selection
and was named
NSIC preseason
offensive player
of the year coming into this season.
Now,it's
Boettcher replacing Aber after
the third game,
and if nothing
else, his seamless return to the
starting spot last
Saturday has reopened the cornpetition for the
Doug Sundin/WINONAN starting job.
Winona State receiver Scott Peters leaps to make a catch during Satur"I have no
day's 48-7 win over Upper Iowa. Peters finished the game with 122 yards
idea," Sawyer
receiving and three touchdown catches.
said when asked
who would start
and then the offense converts, relief of injured starter Drew
at quarterback at Concordiathat's something we're really Aber.
St. Paul on Saturday. "I won't
The right-handed senior
excited about."
know until Thursday."
But about that unanswered racked up 274 yards in total
All along Sawyer has
question of the Warriors' start- offense and five touchdowns
preached the importance of
(four pass, one run) and was
ing quarterback.
dressing two serviceable startThe good news for Sawyer: named NSIC offensive player
ers. And with the season just
the question offers two right of the week.
four weeks old, Sawyer's asser"He's been here for two
answers.
tion has served him well.
Backup quarterback Aaron years," Sawyer said of Boettch"It's a really good problem to
Boettcher got to start against er. "I've watched him practice
have," Sawyer said. "You can't
the Peacocks and excelled in and play everyday, so I'm not

go through an eleven game season in Division II football very
easily without having two good
quarterbacks, so we're really
fortunate to have two ready to
go."
Sawyer said, "They get
along well. There's no fighting
or complaining. It's just whoever gets the opportunity, the
other one hopes that he has the
best day."
As of Monday—the team's
off-day before another week of
practice—Sawyer said neither
quarterback held an early advantage in securing the starting
job.
Sawyer said Aber took four
days off—Friday thru Monday—and shouldn't be limited
in the position competition during the week of practice.
Let the games begin. The
quarterback position battle began Tuesday and should continue well into the week.
"One of the philosophies
that I have is you never lose
your job because of an injury,
but you can also earn a job by
performance and how you play
through the week," Sawyer
said. "So right now, I have no
idea what we're going to do."
The Warriors take on Concordia-St. Paul (2-2, 1-0) in St.
Paul on Saturday. The Golden
Bears
beat the
Warriors
35-2 1
in the
season
finale
last year
in a loss
Yewman
that
likely
resulted in Winona State's
omission from the D-II playoffs.

Reach Chandler at CLMacLea9357@winona.edu.
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Planning to quit smoking after college? The odds are against you.
Research shows most students who say they'll quit smoking right after college...can't.

For help, call (888) 354-PLAN

Warriors slay Dragons in key NSIC battle
Winona State
storms back
after facing 2-1
deficit against
the Dragons
Adam Stanek
WINONAN
In a pair of practically mustwin NSIC matches last week,
the Warriors got two five-game
wins—propelling them from
eighth to sixth in the conference.
Winona State squared-off
against Upper Iowa University
in Fayette, Iowa.
The Warriors won the first
game comfortably, with a score
of 30-22, but were contested
for the rest of the match.
The Peacocks barely won
the second game, 30-28.
Winona State rebounded and
won a tight third game, 30-26.
Upper
Iowa
was behind in
game
four but,
they
fought
back
Otte
an d
won 3027 to tie up the match.
Winona State pulled out a
15-8 win in the final game to
steal the match by a score of
3-2.
The Warriors second match

win came against Minnesota
State University-Moorhead,
one of the top teams in the
NSIC.
Winona State freshman Carmen Stankowski led the charge
as she recorded 20 kills and 11
digs.
Winona State junior Lisa
Dobie recorded her fifth tripledouble of the season, scoring
10 kills, 48 assists and 11 digs.
Sophomore Rudi Balich led
the defensive charge, tallying
33 digs.
The Warriors brought their
momentum back home for a
weekend match-up against
MSU-Moorhead at McCown
Gymnasium.
The Dragons came into the
contest 9-5 overall and 4-2 in
the NSIC.
MSU-Moorhead was also
considered a contender for the
NSIC title, just two games back
of league-leading ConcordiaSt. Paul.
But the Warriors had upset
in mind as they took the Dragons to five games and defeated
them in the fifth game, taking
the match 3-2.
Winona State opened up
strongly, outscoring the Dragons 30-21 to take the first
game.
MSU-Moorhead came back
in the second match to grab a
30-24 win, tying the match at a.
game apiece.
The Dragons carried their
momentum into the third game,
capitalizing off a few Warrior
mistakes and winning 30-20.
Winona State was not going
down without a fight as they
challenged Moorhead in the
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Doug Sundin/WINONAN
Winona State freshman Carmen Stankowski dives for the
ball. Stankowski is second on the team in kills with 220.

fourth game and finished with a
30-21 win, taking the match to
a fifth game.
"We came together as a
team and brought energy to the
floor," Winona State outside
hitter Crystal Otte said. "We
knew if we made it to the fifth
game we could win."
Otte came up with some big
plays in the last game, includ-

ing three critical kills.
Thanks to a complete team
effort, the Warriors (10-8, 3-4)
were able to pull out a 15-11
upset in the fifth game.
"We played hard against an
excellent program," Winona
State coach Connie Mettille
said. "The girls are starting to
believe and win matches. This
is a huge win for our team."

Leading the Warrior efforts
offensively and defensively
was senior Meghan Pulvermacher.
Pulvermacher recorded 20
kills and 22 digs.
Dobie also put up 49 assists
in the match while scraping out
nine digs.
Winona State's freshmen
also stepped up.
Stankowski scored 12 kills
and 14 digs and Jenna Padley
recorded 10 kills and had 3
blocks.
Balich also tallied 17 digs in
the effort.
The Warriors are now just a
game back from being fourth in
the conference.
Winona State will host St.
Cloud State Wednesday night
in McCown Gymnasium.
Winona State was upset earlier in the year by St. Cloud
State in a disappointing 3-2
non-conference loss.
The Warriors will go on the
road to play two very tough
conference matches.
On Friday, the Warriors will
match up against third place
Southwest Minnesota State in
Marshall, Minn.
The Warrior will then play
a Saturday match against second place Wayne State College
in Wayne, Neb., completing a
tough week of NSIC competition.
Reach
Adam
at
AJStanek7497@winona.edu.
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'AS LONG AS WE HAVE A DESIGNATED SMOKING LOUNGE, IT SHOULDN'T BE A PROBLEM."

— Paul von Hindenburg

"SURE, HE'S
A BIT
TEMPERAMENTAL
BUT I'LL BE
QUEEN•"
0

KATHERINE HOWARD, fifth Wite'of Hetlty

"I'LL IT SMOKING WHEN P GRADUATE."
— Lifelong Smoker

RESEARCH SHOWS THAT
MOST STUDENTS WHO
SAY THEY'LL QUIT SMOKING
AFTER COLLEGE CAN'T_

WINONAN
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tilLSO INSIDE:

-VOLLEYBALL WINS TWO IN NSIC
-SOCCER NOTCHES WIN OVER DI SCHOOL

